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State-of-the-Art
For high-throughput QAM systems, the combined CMA and
SDD blind equaliser offers state-of-the-art.
Low complexity, only requires slightly more computational
requirements than the very simple CMA.
High performance, capable of achieving an equalisation
performance close to the optimal MMSE solution.
For high-order QAM systems, even this state-of-the-art requires
tens of thousands samples of adaptation.
The choice of step size for the CMA is critical to
convergence performance.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Existing Works
Variable step size mechanisms, in particular, fuzzy-logic
tuned step size, have been developed for the training
based adaptive LMS algorithm.
There existing some works on variable step size CMA
techniques.
No published work considers fuzzy-logic tuning of the
CMA’s step size for blind equalisation of QAM systems.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Our Novelty
Develop a fuzzy-logic unit for adjusting the CMA’s step
size.
This fuzzy step-size CMA is combined with the SDD
scheme to obtain the fuzzy-logic assisted CMA and SDD
blind equaliser.
It requires several thousands fewer samples to converge to
the same steady-state solution achieved by the constant
step size CMA and SDD scheme.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Signal Model
Let the CIR of length nch be
cCIR = [c0 c1 ···cnch−1]T,
the equaliser input of length neq
x(k) = [x(k) x(k − 1)···x(k − neq + 1)]T,
and the AWGN vector
e(k) = [e(k) e(k − 1)···e(k − neq + 1)]T.
Then the equalisation signal model is given by
x(k) = Cs(k) + e(k)Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Signal Model
The neq × (τmax + 1) Toeplitz CIR matrix
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= [c0 c1 ···cτmax]
with τmax = neq + nch − 2.
The noise power is E[|e(k)|2] = 2σ2
e and data symbol s(k)
takes value from M-QAM set
S = {si,l = ui + jul, 1 ≤ i,l ≤
√
M}
with <[si,l] = ui = 2i −
√
M − 1, =[si,l] = ul = 2l −
√
M − 1,
j2 = −1 and the symbol energy E[|s(k)|2] = σ2
s.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Equaliser
The equaliser output is given by
y(k) = wHx(k),
with the equaliser’s weight vector w = [w0 w1 ···wneq−1]T.
y(k) is used to produce an estimate ˆ s(k − τ) of the
transmitted symbol s(k − τ), where τ is decision delay.
0 ≤ τ ≤ τmax, and is unknown in blind equalisation.
When C is known, the optimal MMSE solution that
minimises JMSE(w) = E[|s(k − τ) − y(k)|2] is given by
wMMSE =

CCH +
2σ2
e
σ2
s
Ineq
−1
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Performance Metrics
Mean square error (MSE)
JMSE(w) = σ2
s
 
1 − wHcτ − wTc∗
τ

+ wH 
CCH +
2σ2
e
σ2
s
Ineq

w

.
The maximum distortion (MD) measure
MD(w) ,
 τmax X
i=0
|fi| − |fimax|

/|fimax|
with the combined equaliser and channel response
fT = [f0 f1 ···fτmax] , wHC,
and the unknown decision delay τ = imax with
imax = arg max
0≤i≤τmax
|fi|.
The symbol error rate is the ultimate performance metric.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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CMA and SDD
Set w = wc + wd, and give y(k) = wH(k − 1)x(k).
The constant modulus algorithm

ε(k) = y(k)
 
∆ − |y(k)|2
,
wc(k) = wc(k − 1) + µCMAε∗(k)x(k),
∆ = E

|s(k)|4
/E

|s(k)|2
and µCMA is the CMA step size.
The soft decision-directed adaptation
wd(k) = wd(k − 1) + µSDD
∂JLMAP(w(k − 1),y(k))
∂wd
,
where the local marginal PDF criterion is deﬁned as
JLMAP(w,y(k)) = ρlog
 2i X
r=2i−1
2l X
m=2l−1
1
8πρ
e
−
|y(k)−sr,m|2
2ρ

,
µSDD is the SDD step size, and ρ is the cluster width.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Fuzziﬁer for Error Power
The fuzzy sets for |εn|2: small Sε, medium Mε and large Lε.
Membership functions for Xε = Sε, Mε or Lε:Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Fuzziﬁer for Error Power Variation
Fuzzy sets for δ|εn|2: negative Nδ, zero Zδ and positive Pδ.
Membership functions for Xδ = Nδ, Zδ or Pδ:Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Combining FL CMA with SDD
The fuzzy logic step size CMA can be combined with the
SDD to form a novel blind equalisation scheme.
No need for a variable step size SDD,
as the “error” or stochastic gradient for the SDD weight
updating is well “normalised” by the normalisation factor ZN.
To achieve the maximum beneﬁt in convergence speed
without sacriﬁcing the steady-state performance,
Use fuzzy step size in the initial stage of blind adaptation,
then switch to a small constant step size µCMA = µmin.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Computational Complexity
algorithm multiplications additions e{•} evaluations
CMA 8 × neq + 6 8 × neq –
CMA+SDD 12 × neq + 29 14 × neq + 21 4
FIS 2 + 22/Nsm 2 + 22/Nsm 6/Nsm
The symbol rate is Nsm times faster than the operational rate of
the fuzzy inference system, and neq is the equaliser length.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Channel and Equaliser
Modulation was 64-QAM and the CIR was given by
cCIR = [−0.2+j0.3 −0.5+j0.4 0.7−j0.6 0.4+j0.3 0.2+j0.1]T.
The equaliser length was neq = 23 and with the middle tap
initialisation, the blind equalise had decision delay τ = 13.
The CMA step size was µCMA = 2 × 10−7, while the SDD
step size was µSDD = 2 × 10−4 with ρ = 0.6.
FIS parameters: a = 105, b = 103; GMBF variances
ρε = (0.01a)2, ρδ = (0.2b)2; Nsm = 20, while
µmin = 2 × 10−7.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
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Convergence Performance
Convergence comparison of the CMA and FL(10000) aided CMA, in
terms of the MSE and MD, given SNR= 38 dB.
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The FL(10000)-CMA uses the fuzzy step size for the ﬁrst 10000
samples and then switches to a constant step size.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Convergence Performance
Convergence comparison of the CMA+SDD and FL(10000) aided
CMA+SDD, in terms of the MSE and MD, given SNR= 38 dB.
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The FL(10000)-CMA uses the fuzzy step size for the ﬁrst 10000
samples and then switches to a constant step size.Motivations Blind Equalisation Main Results Example Conclusions
Symbol Error Rate
The FL(10000)-CMA+SDD and CMA+SDD had identical SER.
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Conclusions
Low-complexity high-performance blind equalisation of
high-order QAM channels has been studied.
We have designed a fuzzy-logic unit for tuning the CMA’s
step size
which costs a very small extra computation, and
has a few parameters that requires to choose empirically.
The fuzzy logic assisted CMA and SDD blind equaliser
signiﬁcantly improves the convergence speed
over the previous state-of-the-art, the constant step size
CMA and SDD blind equaliser.